Directions to Abbot Public Library

From Boston and the South Shore:

- Follow Route 1A North along the coastline.
- In Swampscott, follow the signs for Route 129, which becomes Atlantic Avenue.
- Follow Atlantic Avenue to the second set of traffic lights. Take a left (Ocean Avenue) and a right at the next intersection (Pleasant Street) The fire station will be on the left. Abbot Public Library is on the left at the next set of blinking traffic lights just after turning on to Pleasant Street.
- Parking is permitted on the street and there is a small parking lot at the back of the library (enter by Maverick Street).

From Salem and the North and West:

- From Route 128 take the Route 114 East exit. Route 114 in Marblehead becomes Lafayette Street then Pleasant Street.
- After entering Marblehead, pass through five sets of traffic lights. Abbot Public Library is on the left at the blinking traffic lights just after going through the fifth set of lights.
- Parking is permitted on the street and there is a small parking lot at the back of the library (enter by Maverick Street).

By Public Transportation:

- The library is located on MBTA Bus Routes 441, 442, 448, 449. (Call the MBTA at 617 222-3200 or visit the MBTA website.)